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Abstract 
Artificial intelligence in games are trained through 
evolutionary algorithms and the use of techniques to 
learn and adapt to create a solution to a presented 
problem, particularly in games. I applied the method 
to a Space Invaders style game with multiple 
differing levels to display the learning how to react to 
the world space, rather than a specific set up. 
Games are a great platform to develop AI due to 
their often limited controls that allow the program to 
repeatedly test methods without the requirement of 
human intervention. The idea is that an AI player will 
be of the same skill or better than a human, in both 
efficiency and overall fitness. 
 
 
1 Introduction 

1.1 Technology Overview 
 
Modifying weights and parameters in neural 
networks is the concept by which neuroevolution 
allows a program to learn a task. It enables a 
generation of neural networks to learn a method in 
order to complete the task, regardless of the 
alterations and specific build. Neural networks “are 
used for a variety of problems, they still have some 
limitations” (Negnevitsky, 2004). Due to limitations of 
training, the back-propagation learning algorithm is 
often used, but still not guaranteeing discovery of the 
optimal solution. This is due to the possibility of 
convergence to sub-optimal weights, which can then 

not be avoided. Neuroevolution aims to train, 
through multiple generations, a neural network using 
evolutionary algorithms, based upon the method that 
brains developed. Currently, video games rarely use 
AI techniques, relying instead on heavy scripting and 
case-by-case controls. The techniques of 
neuroevolution have, however been used in other 
tasks like music generation and resource allocation 
(Risi and Togelius, 2015). Popularity of 
neuroevolution stems from a deep interest in 
biological evolution and man’s desire to improve 
optimisation, birthed from a human nature survival 
instinct. The more optimised a solution, the higher 
the chances of survival, the less energy used and 
the more food gathered. 
 
Using a multi-layered perceptron (MLP) allows 
complex decisions to be made by the AI. It requires 
an activation function in the hidden nodes that are 
continuous and differentiable which are important to 
allow the neural network to learn and perceive a 
complicated and non-linear problem. The main 
purpose is to take in input signal from a node and 
convert it to an output signal that then becomes an 
input for the next layer in the MLP. The hidden 
layers ‘use weights of neurons to represent features 
in the input patterns’ (Negnevitsky, 2004) .  A linear 
activation function would not be complex enough to 
solve the more difficult problems, nor determine an 
optimal solution. Due to the requirements of a neural 
network, it needs a non-linear function in order to 
make it a more powerful network and give it the 
capacity to learn more complex and complicated 
problems. 
 

 
Fig 1. MLP Diagram 



The two activation functions that are appropriate and 
used in the project are the Sigmoid function and the 
Tanh function. The Sigmoid activation function 
outputs a number between 0 and 1, however this 
function has a slow convergence due to the 
exponential curve of the S-Shaped curve. The Tanh 
function has it’s output as zero centered due to the 
-1 to 1 range. This negative range makes 
optimisation easier but also has issues with the 
exponential curve. The MLP uses back-propagated 
learning to work through the MLP in order to reduce 
error by adjusting the weights. It then passes these 
altered weights back through the MLP. It’s strength 
lies in classifying unseen patterns and then being 
able to detect patterns that previously worked and 
then learning to use them. 
 

1.2 Related Work 
Neural networks as an application in games has 
been used to teach an AI to play Donkey Kong 
in a paper by Ozkohen, Visser, van Otterlo and 
Wiering from 2017. The paper discusses 
combining MLPs and reinforced learning in order 
to play Donkey Kong with two neural networks. 
Those neural networks consist of an actor and a 
critic. The premise is for the actor network to 
learn the best action state whilst the critic learns 
the value of that action state. Data is initially 
gathered and learned from by the human 
players using the game. The game is played 
with seven actions: walking either left or right, 
climbing up or down, jumping left or right and 
then standing still (null). The agent can perform 
any of these in order to climb to the top whilst 
avoiding barrels that ‘kill’ the agent on collision. 
The neural network plays the game at a much 
higher speed, with smaller barrels as well as 
omitting some of the original mechanics. 
Furthermore, the barrels are given a 50% 
chance of rolling down a ladder. 
 
This neural network has been applied twice in 
order for the environment to have three modes. 
A human player mode and two AI controlled 
modes, with an MLP controller - using an actor 
network or an actor and a critic network. Like the 
space invaders style game, the agent has a grid 

that it can see around it in order to ‘view’ its 
environment. Within that grid the agent can 
interact with barrels, power-ups and ladders to 
navigate the leave. Initially, the MLP must learn 
how to avoid being killed by the barrels and so 
must know where the position of the agent 
(Mario) is in order to determine the threat level 
of the barrel and to decide whether action is 
required. If a barrel comes onto the same level 
as the agent then the MLP needs to decide for 
the agent to take immediate action to avoid 
collision. The agent must also consider the level 
above due to the chance of the barrel coming 
down the ladder and instigating an immediate 
threat. Therefore the agent must be able to view 
and locate the nearest ladder as well as any 
power-ups that would allow it to destroy the 
threat, for a short time. The experiment used a 7 
x 7 gird where each cell tracks the object in it, 
fixed around and moving with the agent. 
Due to the nature of the game the MLP would be 
working on, it is not reasonable to leave out 
offline training. This is because the actor would 
likely never reach the goal state of winning and 
therefore the critic would never be able to 
improve the agent’s behaviour or reaction to 
problems. 
 
 
Another related work is a paper by Italian 
researchers into a neural network approach to 
game bot detection, initially discussing the 
original environment of the birth of video games. 
Then delving into discuss the expansion of the 
internet, allowing for online games such as 
MMORPGs. The increasing popularity and 
demand for games like these, where in game 
currency can be purchased with real money, has 
influenced the need for security to be rapidly 
developed. This occured with the studio’s need 
to protect its customers to ensure it’s own profit. 
The paper describes the approach to the 
problem by using an MLP network in order to 
learn the difference between the behavioural 
patterns between a human or bot player.  
 
The model takes into consideration: player 
information (login frequency, playtime, game 



money and number of IP addresses) and ten 
different player actions as well as group 
activities, social interaction diversity and network 
measures. This allows the model to differentiate 
between a bot and a human player. It compares 
how a subject logs on, how long they play, how 
long they sit to earn in game money or if they 
attempt to interact within social activities with 
other agents. This MLP was used to help create 
behavioural classifiers in order to identify traits 
associated with game bot attacks compared to 
the human user behaviour. It was tested for 88 
days worth of data on 47,739 players that had 
played more than 3 days so that the data was 
sufficient to confirm the identity of the entity. 
Among those players were 7,702 that were 
game-bot characters, with the accounts being 
verified by human labour and monitoring, before 
being banned. This experiment proved the 
effectiveness of using an MLP to develop and 
train a system, in order to better improve 
efficiency to solve a problem. 
 
 
 
In the past, the traditional method of 
programming bot behaviour relied on a 
rule-based approach. A study at Bielefeld 
University in Germany aimed to perceive how 
MLPs are able to learn bot-behaviour for a 
commercial game. The research aimed to 
demonstrate how, after recording games of 
human players and then using statistics, data 
mining and pattern recognition; they could 
develop bots that would be able to imitate the 
behaviour of individual players. The study also 
made use of self organising maps in conjunction 
with the MLP due to the overwhelming 
greatness of the input data for the game Quake 
IIⓇ. The experiments utilised bump sensors as 
colliders and the game doesn’t necessarily rely 
on visual information as it uses object 
referencing with all the relevant variables under 
the name of the item. This meant the MLPs 
calculations regarding the vector of travel and of 
objects that could be a hindrance to the player 
were calculated more easily after the training 

values had been normalised as samples for 
classifiers. The self-organising map creates a 
virtual game space of points which the MLP can 
then use in order to influence decisions about 
navigation. The study also used two different 
sets of training samples where the first had to be 
learned whilst the second was introduced to 
simulate aiming as an additional behaviour to 
the previously simple movement behaviour. This 
study entertains the idea that multiple MLPs can 
be used to influence multiple behaviours where 
an agent needs to decide not only on movement 
in a 3D space but also aiming in any direction in 
order to respond to a threat or obstacle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2 Experiments and Results 
2.1 Experiment 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2. Average of three evolves of experiment 1 
 
Experiment 1 was meant to be the base that I would 
compare the other two experiments upon. I evolved 
the MLP three times and from those figures I gathered 
the average in order to attempt to create a fair 
example of the evolution fitness. Figure 2 shows those 
results in a graphical format. The lower blue line 
indicated the average fitness for each generation, 
whilst the higher orange line shows the highest fitness 
per generation. The figures along the bottom axis 
represents the generation number, whilst the figures 
on the side axis show the fitness value of that 
generation. 
 
The parameters for this experiment are as follows: 
 

- Number of input nodes: 5 x 10 x 3 
- Number of hidden nodes: 1 
- Number of output nodes: 4 

- MLP Inputs Representation: One to N 
- Population Size: 50 
- Number of Generations: 100 
- Number of Elite: 10 
- Mutation Magnitude: 2 
- Mutation Probability: 1 
- Activation Function: Sigmoid function 
- View Width: 5 
- View Height: 10 
- Number of Categories: 3 

 
Figure 2 shows a mostly flat trend with a slight 
positive correlation. This results confused me as the 
fitness does not noticeably improve or increase in 
value which could be due to the limitations of how I 
gave the agent score. 

 
 
 
 
 



2.2 Experiment 2 
 
 

Fig 3. Average of three evolves of experiment 2 
 
Experiment 2 offered the chance to improve the MLP 
from the first experiment, by changing some of the 
parameters to hope to at least alter the results. Once 
again, I evolved the MLP to gather the average 
evolved  fitness. Figure 3 shows those results in a 
graphical format. The lower blue line indicated the 
average fitness for each generation, whilst the higher 
orange line shows the highest fitness per generation. 
 
The parameters for this experiment are as follows: 
 

- Number of input nodes: 5 x 10 x 6 
- Number of hidden nodes: 2 
- Number of output nodes: 4 
- MLP Inputs Representation: One to N 
- Population Size: 50 
- Number of Generations: 100 

- Number of Elite: 10 
- Mutation Magnitude: 2 
- Mutation Probability: 2 
- Activation Function: Sigmoid function 
- View Width: 5 
- View Height: 10 
- Number of Categories: 6 

 
Figure 3 shows a similar trend to that of figure 2, 
which is a mostly equal trend with very minor 
differences between the first and last figures. 
However, the figures show a general higher level of 
fitness than the previous graph. With the highest 
fitnesses more often approaching a score of 50. With 
the average fitnesses also increased as a general 
trend. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



2.3 Experiment 3 

 
Fig 4. Average of three evolves of experiment 3 
 
The parameters for this experiment are as follows: 
 

- Number of input nodes: 7 x 10 x 6 
- Number of hidden nodes: 3 
- Number of output nodes: 4 
- MLP Inputs Representation: One to N 
- Population Size: 50 
- Number of Generations: 100 
- Number of Elite: 10 
- Mutation Magnitude: 2 
- Mutation Probability: 0.5 
- Activation Function: Sigmoid function 
- View Width: 7 
- View Height: 10 
- Number of Categories: 6 
- Slightly Changed Scoring System 

 
 
 
I changed the parameters for experiment 3 quite 
considerably, compared to the previous two 
experiments. Sticking to the ‘One to N’ MLP input 
representation I changed the mutation probability to 
0.5 whilst also changing the view width from 5 to 7. I 
also slightly altered the scoring that was added with 
the intention of fixing some of the confusing results I 
received previously. Figure 3 has slightly more 
sporadic results, with little to no trend in the highest 
fitness nor the average. However, this experiment did 
offer the highest results including more interesting 
gameplay. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3 Discussion 
The results I obtained from my three experiments 
indicate, in general that there was very minimal 
improvement to fitness over the generations, with only 
changes to visible behaviour. For example, some 
behaviour evolved where the agent would move the 
the edge of the playable area and then not move, 
simply shooting constantly. It would only lose if the 
alien happened to shoot where it could hit the agent, 
which does not very appropriately display any sense 
of an adapting and learning neural network. Instead, it 
simply reacts to most situations by moving to the left 
and shooting constantly, in the vague hope that it kills 
all the aliens before being shot itself. Later 
experiments, where some of the parameters were 
changed, offered some sign of change in the 
behavioural patterns of the evolved network. This 
included the agent visibly moving side to side to better 
hit targets, not necessarily avoiding returning fire, but 
looking more visually appealing and more similar to a 
human player. However, the experiments were not 
intended to make an evolved network make an agent 
appear like a human player, but simply to evolve and 
learn how to react to problems in order to survive. The 
agents in the second experiment performed 
significantly better than the first, by physically 
following the more dangerous target that was lower in 
the gridded world space, therefore indicating a higher 
level of threat to the MLP. This was interesting to 
watch when the agent made a three alien gap in the 
middle of the set and so was frantically switching 
between shooting the lower and upper row of aliens. 
 
The final experiment was also interesting due to the 
parameter changes I introduced. I decided to increase 
the width of the grid from 5 to 7 which appeared to 
make the agent move around a lot more erratically, 
often not being able to choose or differentiate 
between two or more targets because of the bigger 
grid width. This was interesting to watch due to the 
multiply times I visually ran the evolution (the first 
evolution in this experiment) where the agent lost 
because the aliens made it to the bottom row and 
ultimately collided with the agent. This would seem to 
indicate the increased width meant the MLP received 
inputs that were so similar that it had trouble deciding 
between targets. This probably could have been 

overcome by some form of addition that looked at 
which line the alien was on, which meant it knew 
which direction it was travelling and so targeted the 
alien that was furthest down and nearer towards the 
edge of the direction of travel. However, the second 
evolution of the third experiment literally did just that - 
tracking the lowest target that was nearest the edge in 
the direction of travel. This evolution proved to be very 
efficient and effective at winning and took quite a few 
visual playthroughs before losing. 
 
The development of the AI meant that the evolved 
neural network was able to perform on previously 
unseen world layouts, where it had to show it was not 
just learning how to perform on the learned grid, but 
demonstrating its ability to apply previously taught 
knowledge to any situation that it was presented with. 
This evolutionary process took a few experiments to 
improve the fitness in such a way that meant the 
winning state was much more likely achieved with a 
few minor bumps which I think could be solved with 
tweaking in the code, beyond the required changes. 
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